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A comprehensive directory and guide to organizations and institutions throughout the sphere of higher education, research and learning.

Unrivalled in its depth of practical and reliable information *The Europa World of Learning* is an invaluable tool for the research worker and the occasional browser alike. Profiling some 30,000 academic institutions and over 250,000 staff and officials the directory covers the entire spectrum of higher education, research and learning, from schools of art and universities to learned societies and museums. Meticulously updated to the highest editorial standards, entries are sourced from the organizations themselves to ensure accurate and reliable information.

Users of *World of Learning 2013* will benefit from:

- an easy to use format: separate chapters for each country grouping institutions by type and a 140-page index
- full contact details, description of activities, membership and publications for each institution
- lists of key academic staff and officials for each entry, broken down by subject taught for major universities
- an introductory survey per country updating users on recent developments in the national education system
- a comprehensive list of more than 600 international organizations concerned with higher education and scholarship.

‘The best single reference book on international scholarship.’
– *The Times Literary Supplement*

‘If a library does not have *The Europa World of Learning* it does not belong in the world of learning.’
– *World Affairs Report*
New essays for 2013

Each new edition of the *World of Learning* features five new essays focussing on the most recent developments in international higher education. This year *The Europa World of Learning 2013* includes:

**The Globalization of College and University Rankings**
Philip G. Altbach, Director of the Center for International Higher Education in the Lynch School of Education at Boston College

**The Methodologies of Rankings of Higher Education Institutions in China**
Ying Cheng, Executive Director of the Center for World-Class Universities and Nian Cai Liu, Director of the Center for World-Class Universities and the Dean of Graduate School of Education, both at Shanghai Jiao Tong University

**The Reshaping of Higher Education: How Rankings are Influencing Higher Education Decision-Making and Stakeholder Opinion**
Ellen Hazelkorn, Dean of the Graduate Research School, Dublin Institute of Technology

**University Rankings in Africa**
Nan Yeld, Dean of the Center for Higher Education Development at the University of Cape Town

**World University Rankings: Take with a Large Pinch of Salt**
Soh Kay Cheng, former Senior Fellow at the National Institute of Education, Nanyang Technological University

The Europa World of Learning Online
www.worldoflearning.com

The online version of *The Europa World of Learning* builds on the success of the printed version by providing a full range of sophisticated search and browse functions, and regular updates of content.

**Key features:**
- fully searchable by country, institution name, type, professional subject specialization, and many more options
- contains around 40,000 clickable links to Institutional sites and email addresses.

To register for your free 30-day trial or for more information, please contact your sales representative:

**UK and Rest of World customers:**
Tel: +44 (0)20 701 76062 • Fax: +44 (0)20 701 76699
Email: online.sales@tandf.co.uk

**US, Canadian and South American customers:**
Tel: 1-808-318-2367 • Fax: 212-244-1563
Email: e-reference@taylorandfrancis.com

www.worldoflearning.com
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Prices and publication dates are correct at time of going to press, but may be subject to change without notice. All prices are net in the UK.
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